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Myopericytoma - A Perivascular Myoid Cell Tumor with Review of Literature
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ABSTRACT
Myopericytomias are rare perivascular neoplasms, often mistaken as solitary myofibroma or other PMC (perivascularmyoid cell)/PEC (perivascular epitheloid cell) tumors, due to their histomorphological overlapping. Their most common site is superficial soft tissues of extremities particularly distal portions of lower limb followed by head and neck in adults. Men are more commonly affected than women. The recent concept of phenotypic recognition as PMC and PEC phenotype has changed the concept of angiogenic tumors. Here we are reporting a case of subcutaneous myopericytoma of sternal region in a 21yr male with complete review of literature. The patient had noticed a well defined nodularity of 1.5 x 1.2cm in midsternal region. Total excision was performed. On gross examination it was unencapsulated, well circumscribed reddish brown nodule with firm consistency. Cut surface grey brown homogeneous. Histologically it comprised of numerous thin walled vessels, proliferating spindled to oval cells having eosinophilic cytoplasm, blend to mildly pleomorphic nuclei, arranged in concentric perivascular pattern like hemangiopericytoma and focal glomoid nodular proliferation. Immunohistochemically tumor cells were positive for SMA (Smooth Muscle Actin), calponin and Bcl2, negative for cytokeratins, CD-31, CD-34,S-100, melanosome, CD-99 & KIT. MIB score was 25-30 %, p53 was mildly positive. Mostly Myopericytomias usually behave in a benign fashion , Local recurrences & metastasis may occur in atypical & malignant neoplasms. The patient is doing well without recurrence in thirty months after surgery.
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INTRODUCTION
Myopericytoma are rare perivascular benign neoplasms. According to updated classification of vascular tumors it has got place amongst tumors of perivascular cells.[1] After recent recognition of perivascular myoid cell phenotype and perivascular epitheloid cell phenotype, angiogenic tumors have been described as PMC tumors e.g. Myopericytoma, myofibroma, myofibromatosis, angioleiomyoma and glomus tumors. Another category is PEC tumors, that comprises melanocytic lineage & gives rise to PECOMA,
clear cell sugar tumors, angiomyolipoma and lymphangiomyomatosis.[2]
Myopericytomas are rare perivascular well circumscribed slow growing painless tumors, most commonly develop in superficial soft tissues of extremities followed by head and neck of adults. Although often they have been noticed since birth or early adulthood [3]. Men are more often affected than women. Tumors can be solitary or multiple sometimes painful; recur locally in 10 – 20% of patients [4].
We aim to present here an unusual case of myopericytoma in 21year averagely built and nourished male presented with complaints of painful sternal nodularity, numbness and weakness of upper extremities. On palpation there was a well defined nodularity (1.5 x1.2cm), firm & partially fixed, present in mid sternal region.
There was no relevant past or family history. On X ray examination it showed a subcutaneous soft tissue swelling without any bony involvement. Pre-operative CBC, ESR & CRP were within normal limits. The surgical excision of nodule was planned and performed, sent for histopathological evaluation. After 3 weeks of surgery patient reported relief from pain and numbness. In thirty months, Post surgical follow up, patient going well with no recurrence. We aim to discuss this rare entity and its unusual presentation, with complete review of literature to the best of our knowledge.

PATHOLOGY
Excised lesion demonstrated an uncapsulated well circumscribed reddish brown nodule which was firm in consistency. Cut surface was greyish brown, homogenous. Total of 4 sections were taken and processed, following standard histopathological protocols.
Microscopic examination of H & E stained sections was performed. It comprised of proliferating spindled to oval cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm arranged around prominent thin walled branching to staghorn vessels (fig.1-A) & there were focal areas of hyalnization & necrosis(Fig.1-B). Another foci showing a concentric perivascular arrangement (glomeroid pattern) of the cells giving truly pericytic appearance (fig. 2).Mild nuclear atypia & < 2 mitotic figures per 10 HPF were observed. These histomorphological findings can also be found in other PMC tumors (including MF). Immunohistochemical analysis were imperative in reaching the correct diagnosis. On IHC diffuse & strong immunoreactivity of tumor cells for SMA (Fig.3), h-caldesmon & calponin (Fig.4) was observed. Focal positivity shown for Desmin (Fig.5) while tumor cells were negative for CD-34 (Fig.6), CD-31, Vimentin (Fig.7) & S-100 protien. MIB score was 25-30% (Fig.8). The diagnosis of myopericytoma of low to intermediate grade was made on the basis of the prominent histomorphological & immunoreactive findings.

Fig.1(A). Numerous thin walled vessels , concentrically surrounded by proliferative spinedled to ovoid myoid cells (H&E staining ,original magnification X 100).

Fig.1 (B). Foci of hyaline degeneration in central zone (H&E staining ,original magnification X 400).
Fig. 2. Concentrically arranged myoid cells giving glomoid pattern (H&E staining, original magnification X 400).

Fig. 3. Strong immunoreactivity of tumor cells for SMA (IHC original magnification X 400).

Fig. 4. Positive staining of tumor cells for calponin (IHC original magnification X 100).

Fig. 5. Focal positivity of tumor cells for Desmine (IHC original magnification X 100).

Fig. 6. The tumor cells are negative for CD-34 while positivity shown by vasculature (IHC original magnification X 100).

Fig. 7. Negative staining of tumor cells for Vimentin (IHC original magnification X 400).
DISCUSSION
Myopericytoma is relatively a new entity and listed as a perivascular tumor in WHO classification of soft tissue tumors [5]. They are usually benign lesions although a few recurrence or malignant cases have been described [3,6,7]. Cytological atypia & increased mitotic activity i.e. > 4 MF per 10 HPF with or without necrosis are the criterias for malignancy. Malignant myopericytomas are commoner in immunodeficient patient with Ebstein bar virus (EBV) positivity. Unusual location, multiplicity of lesion & history of rapid growth are the usual findings in EBV patients [8].

MPC shares a very interesting histogenic and morphologic relationship to other similar tumors namely glomus tumors or glomangiopericytomas, MF and HPC. Ultra structurally, origin of this tumor is from pericytes which are perivascular stem cells and considered to be pluripotent and capable of differentiating into smooth muscle cells and glomus cells [7].

The term myopericyte coined by Dictor et al [9] was used to denote atypical pericytes surrounded by bundles of sclerotic smooth muscle abutting on staghorn vessels. Myo pericytes represent a transitional form between pericytes and smooth muscle cell of vessels [10]. Progenitor cells for myo pericytes include the myofibroblast or the pericytes both of which exhibit the properties of modified smooth muscle cell [6]. The myofibroblast is a spindle shaped cell with an elongated nucleus and pale eosinophilic cytoplasm. Due to overlapping histological features, misdiagnosis of mypericytoma is frequent. Thorough microscopical evaluation of myopericytoma revealed, numerous proliferating vascular channels, some are staghorn which gives HPC like pattern along with foci of concentrically arranged plump ovoid to spindle pericytic cells giving typical characteristic glomoid pattern. No zonal phenomena was found, which differentiates it from myofibromas. It is usual to find some foci of overlapping morphology with HPC, MF & glomus tumor within the same tumor, hence create diagnostic confusions. Now IHC plays imperative role in final diagnosis.

Tumor cells in MPC shows positive staining for SMA (smooth muscle actin), h-caldesmon & calponin. While negative for CD-34, CD-31, CD-99 & S-100. Focal positivity for Desmin & Bcl-2 was found. Negative staining for S-100 protein & melanosome ruled out the other possibilities including PEC tumor group (as rest give positivity for these).

We have searched the possible literature via pubmed using the term myopericytoma and found a total of 15 different papers and 16th will be our case (literature describes total of 76 cases via 15 case reports). Many of them are cited [11-15]. Male:female ratio found was 1.5:1 and age ranged from 13 to 87 years; with median age of presentation 47 years. Most common presentation was asymptomatic nodule however painful nodule was also the feature in some of the cases. The most common site affected is found in lower extremities followed by upper extremities, head and neck region and the trunk. In our case it was solitary painful nodule in midsternal region & both the later findings are unusual.

Most of the MPCs were solitary & 5 were multiple ; involving single or varied anatomical locations. On gross examination all the lesions were circumscribed, firm, nodularity of greyish white to haemorrhagic red brown colour.
In most of the cases lesions were confined to the dermis and superficial part of the subcutaneous tissue. 9 cases arose within vessels showing an attachment to the vascular wall.\textsuperscript{18-20} and in 3 cases lesion developed secondary to trauma or previous scar. Histologically these lesions were well circumscribed, with exception of 4 cases that had ill defined border and an infiltrative pattern. These lesion contain numerous thin walled blood vessels, ovoid plump spindled to round myoid lesional cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm, round to spindloid nucleus and concentric perivascular growth pattern. On IHC staining 100% positivity was seen for alpha smooth muscle actin & 91% positivity was for calponin and h-caldesmon. Desmin was negative or focally positive. Our case was positive for SMA and h-caldesmon indicating the HPC related tumor entity and belongs to PMC tumor group based on IHC findings including myopericytoma\textsuperscript{(3,12,13)}, myofibroma, myofibromatosis, angioleiomyoma and glomus tumors. Of these the present case was myopericytoma because it was negative for S 100 protein and melanosome, while rest give positivity. As the present case was negative for S100 and melanosome, it does not belong to PEC tumor group which includes PECOMA, clear cell sugar tumors, angiomyolipoma and lymphangiomyomatosis.\textsuperscript{(2)} Finally the possibility of Myofibroma has ruled out due to positive staining for h-caldesmon in the present case. MIB score was 25-30% and p53 was mildly expressed, suggesting a low to intermediate malignant potential of present case.

Wide local excision is the treatment of choice and is mandatory to check for any recurrence or atypical changes. Recurrences and malignant transformation have been described specially in deep seated or multinodular tumors. Pleomorphism and high mitotic rate are the determining factors of aggressive behaviour.\textsuperscript{(7)} Hence myopericytomas are great mimickers amongst PMC AND PEComas and can arise in varied locations. The diagnosis of myopericytoma requires the judicial use of immunomarkers and exclusion of all other related entities by morphological and IHC findings. Multiplicity of lesion, its unusual location and history of rapid growth should be taken with great suspicion for possible malignant behaviour and possible co-association with immunodeficiency. The prognosis after excision was good in most of the cases, only 2 cases showed local recurrence. No recurrence was found in the present case, even after thirty months following surgery. Remote metastases were negative in all the cases and all the patients are doing well after excision as per literature\textsuperscript{(21)} & present follow-up. Myopericytoma is a newly proposed entity by WHO, which has overlapping histomorphology with PMC & PEC tumor groups, creates diagnostic confusions. To solve the mystery IHC is mandatory. Hence it is important for both clinician & pathologist to be cognizant for this rare & new entity.
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